Digital signage experiences are everywhere. They are fast becoming a versatile and smart medium for a wide spectrum of vertical industries—communicating, inspiring, informing, protecting, training, monitoring, and interacting with us. Digital signage experiences are fundamental in today’s unified commerce revolution. Across a wide spectrum of vertical industries, delivering visually compelling content engages end users and fuels business growth. Connecting shoppers to brands and retailers, citizens to city services, and patients to healthcare providers is only the beginning. With Intel®-based digital signage solutions, software and hardware combine to deliver a new age of software-defined digital experiences. Through our ecosystem, we offer end-to-end solutions that are designed to help companies avoid vendor lock-in or investment in proprietary or non-standard digital experiences. Intel’s solutions are scalable, flexible, and straightforward to deploy, manage, and maintain, while still providing value to the customer. Intel is leading ecosystem innovation by defining the future of digital signage, bringing on partners, and collaborating with the industry to standardize, innovate, and bring valuable solutions to market. With Intel®-based digital signage solutions, you can streamline the creation of feature-rich, interactive, and scalable digital solutions to transform your business, reach your customers, and deliver new services. Intel is driving ecosystem standards and bringing long-standing expertise in high-performance technology, security, manageability, and analytics to the ecosystem—pushing the boundaries of what’s possible.